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As part of its efforts in recent

years to promote the participation

and inclusion of youngsters, 

the Agency has devised a project

called ANG inRadio, 

the first digital radio network 

conceived for the under-30s.
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ANG inRadio

The new digital radio service promoted by the
Italian National Youth Agency has humble
beginnings: the reuse of a soundproofed room
in the ANG offices in via Sabotino, Rome,
equipped with fully functioning radio
equipment. This space was renovated in order
to put this radio station back on the web in
early 2019. Now the service has become a
veritable network consisting of 100 local
stations or "antennas". 
This tool is designed to listen to what
youngsters have to say and to create a
community that is permanently connected to
the Agency. It is a "loud-hailer" announcing the
Agency's initiatives but also a tool for informing
and listening to youngsters, who are the
protagonists of radio broadcasts, alongside
experts from the worlds of politics, culture,

information, business and society. It is also a
space for promoting Erasmus+ and European
Solidarity Corps projects, giving voice to the
protagonists; a space made with and for
youngsters.
It is above all a space made with and for
youngsters to showcase stories and positive
models that can inspire youngsters in their own
lives. A tool designed to encourage growth and
collaboration among the younger generations,
with the goal of creating territorial networks
and fostering the grassroots inclusion and
participation of youngsters. 
A radio that is conceived as an opportunity for
new generations to dialogue, participate, be
active at a local level and become protagonists
in local youth communities, promoting the
inclusion, participation and action of young men

and women, who can become the main
promoters of local change.
Two calls for proposals were announced in
2019 and in June 2020 respectively, for the
creation of 100 local digital radio stations, or
"antennas".
100 digital antennas broadcasting from 40
provinces in 18 regions. This project –
seeking to promote the use of digital tools,
encourage positive models, broaden the
Agency's initiatives implementing youth policies
while informing and listening to youngsters –
has involved 1,743 youngsters (904 male and
839 female), 1,030 of whom aged between 18
and 25, and 713 in the 25-30 age range. 
Young men and women who are ready to make
the difference and encourage the participation
of many more youngsters all over the country. 

... young men and women who are ready to make the
difference and encourage the participation of many more
youngsters all over the country
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WHAT DOES
NETWORKING

MEAN
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IThe main aim of the ANG inRadio project is to
create connections, bring together youngsters from
different realities and encourage the growth of a
more cohesive and inclusive community, using the
vitality and spirit of the younger generations.
Encourage the sharing of best practices in terms
of youth policies and local youth participation
projects. Stimulate younger generations, providing
them with positive examples and models for
inspiration. Foster the growth of local communities
through networking activities. 
The project seeks to promote the growth and
development of younger generations by forging
ties, interactions and exchanges among peers.
The radio is therefore a way of encouraging the
creation and consolidation of youth networks,
based on participation, innovation, engagement and
a central role for youngsters. 
New opportunities may arise by connecting
realities that have a range of histories, traits and
difficulties. 
The “ANG inRadio” antennas are run by under-30s:
they talk about opportunities for their peers, local
projects aimed at younger generations and
everything the Agency has to offer, as well as

projects funded through European programmes
such as Erasmus+ and ESC, implemented in the
local area. The initiative seeks to give young people
a central role, create “spaces” and “places” for
younger generations to meet, promote networking
and concrete opportunities for networking with
other local realities to develop creativity and talent
and encourage innovation and new local projects.
Those joining the “ANG inRadio” project should be
guided by the thought of being part of a network
and use networking to encourage local growth
through the participation of youngsters. 
The radio as a challenge: the 1,500+ young people
currently involved in the project have the important
task of being local "beacons" for their peers
throughout Italy, informing and engaging them in
the issues of social change, inclusion, school
dropout and active participation.
In 2019, the year ANG started the project, the first
local “loud-hailers” were created to listen to what
youngsters had to say, including those living in
complex neighbourhoods such as Corviale on the
outskirts of Rome, where it is important to talk
about how to live within the law, or youngsters in
an area "at risk" such as Giugliano in the Campania

region, in the “Land of Fire”, involving schools on
the questions of recycling and disabilities. But
“loud-hailers” were also created in small towns and
rural areas, such as the Veronetta district of
Verona, where there has been social conflict and
tension among Italian citizens and immigrants. In
Sardinia a van equipped with a radio studio has been
travelling from region to region, informing and
listening to young people. A “TV radio” has been
created by young people in Acireale, Sicily, using sign
language to communicate. Youngsters suffering from
Down syndrome have played an active role in ANG
inRadio, thanks to the Marconi brothers (former
diving gold medal winners). In Bologna youngsters
from the “Villaggio del Fanciullo” have been made
aware, through the ANG inRadio project, of mobility
opportunities provided by the Agency, and have tried
out Erasmus+ projects for the first time with the
support of some partners met through an interview
conducted as part of the radio project. Further
opportunities have been created through networking
activity, forging links over the local area.
The project has shown that youth participation,
through the radio, can have an impact on social
change.

RULES FOR YOUTH PARTICIPATION AND
NETWORKING 

1) Be informed, delve into the issues you are most
interested in or that are important for your local area
2) Study, read, learn about other experiences!
3) Be active: arrange interviews with those able to
provide useful information and advice, arrange
debates in your class or in the spaces (virtual and
physical) of your ANG inRadio antenna;
4) Share: share the experiences of young people like
you, tell stories that can spur others, use social media
to disseminate information, including info. from other
members of the network, that can be useful for the
target audience;
5) Engage: try to talk to young people in your town
or city, talk to them about the project, invite them to
take part in radio activities, tell them about your
experience. 
6) Take the initiative and add further actions

ANG inRadio

... the project seeks to promote the growth and development of younger generations
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... internships, apprenticeships, youth exchanges,
volunteer work

WHAT IS NON-FORmAL EDUCATION 
Learning through planned and organised
activities, establishing learning goals and time
frames; young people are aided by learning-
support workers (youth workers, coaches,
tutors, mentors, trainers), and activities that
are not part of the formal educational and
training system.
WHAT IS INFORmAL EDUCATION
Learning through daily activities, associated
with the family, work or leisure, which are not
planned or structured in terms of goals, time
frames and learning support; from the learner's
standpoint this may not be a deliberate form
of learning. 
WHAT IS LEARNING mOBILITY
Physical transfer to a nation other than one's
nation of residence in order to study, train or
carry out non-formal or informal training or
learning; this may take the form of internships,
apprenticeships, youth exchanges, volunteer

work, teaching activity or participation in
career development activities.

Useful tools and links

Video: mobility helps to develop one's
personality
The benefits of international mobility for the
growth and formation of one's identity and
personality.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFAp88HHQiQ

Video: Learn about Non-Formal Education
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wz5P4Xx-qio

Video: Youth exchanges 
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-
plus/video-gallery/youth-exchanges_en

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFAp88HHQiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wz5P4Xx-qio
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/video-gallery/youth-exchanges_en
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/video-gallery/youth-exchanges_en
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... to promote European citizenship, youngsters' participation in
democratic life, intercultural dialogue

THE ERASmUS+ PROGRAmmE
Erasmus Plus is the EU programme for Education,
Training, Youth and Sport for the period 2014-
2020. 
It was created to offer mobility opportunities for
overseas study, training, work or volunteering for
students, young people, trainees, teachers, youth
workers. It was conceived to create or enhance
partnerships between institutions and
organisations in the areas of education and
training, and between young people and the
marketplace; to foster dialogue for the reform of
educational, training and youth support systems;
to support amateur sport and tackle cross-border
challenges in the world of sport, such as doping
practices, violence and racism, gender equality,
social inclusion and physical activity for all.

THE ERASmUS+ YOUTH SECTOR
The Erasmus+ Youth sector is aimed at all young
people aged between 13 and 30 years old,

regardless of academic results and social
background; it is also aimed at youth workers of all
ages. It offers opportunities for mobility
experiences overseas as part of non-formal and
informal education, for example through youth
exchanges; the aim is for every young participant
to acquire knowledge and skills and help with
personal growth, which will also aid access to the
labour market. Special attention is paid to young
people that usually have fewer opportunities,
whose participation in projects funded in the Youth
sector is a priority with regard to the broader topic
of social inclusion. 
The aims of the Youth sector are: to promote
European citizenship, youngsters' participation in
democratic life, intercultural dialogue, solidarity;
to enhance the quality of youth work; to integrate
political reform at a local, regional and national
level and help develop a youth policy based on
knowledge and concrete data; to promote the
recognition of non-formal and informal education;

to raise the international dimension of activities in
the youth sector and the role of youth workers and
youth organisations as structures supporting young
people.

OPPORTUNITIES
Youth exchanges •
mobility of youth workers•
Strategic partnerships in the youth•
sector for the Exchange of best
practices and for Innovation
Youth dialogue projects•

Useful tools and links
For more info
https://agenziagiovani.it/erasmus/
What is Erasmus+
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvondHqhKXM
Videos about projects
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-
plus/videos_en

Videos about projects funded in Italy
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLN_fwXQMYOLg
pC-f8y0jk4gHVI2jzred9 
Slide show presenting the Programme

https://agenziagiovani.it/erasmus/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvondHqhKXM
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/videos_en 
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/videos_en 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLN_fwXQMYOLgpC-f8y0jk4gHVI2jzred9 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLN_fwXQMYOLgpC-f8y0jk4gHVI2jzred9 
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... to help grow cohesion and democracy in Europe, working 
in particular to promote social inclusion

THE EUROPEAN SOLIDARITY CORPS PROGRAmmE
For the period 2018-2020, the European solidarity
corps is an EU programme to intensify the
participation of young people and organisations in
solidarity activities to help grow cohesion and
democracy in Europe, working in particular to
promote social inclusion.
The European solidarity corps programme pursues
the following specific goals: 

to offer young people, with the support of•
participating organisations, easy-to-access
solidarity activities that can bring positive
change to society, improving their capabilities
and skills for personal, formative, social, civic
and professional growth, as well as active
citizenship, employability and the transition to
the labour market;
to ensure the promotion of social inclusion•
and equal opportunities, with special
reference to the participation of young people
having fewer opportunities, through special
measures such as custom support and

formats suitable for target settings and
groups; 
to contribute towards European cooperation•
on topics of relevance to young people, raising
their awareness about the positive impact of
such cooperation.

WHO IS IT AImED AT
The programme is aimed at young people aged
between 18 and 30 years old, giving them the
chance to help build a more inclusive society, help
vulnerable citizens and tackle social problems.
Young people have the chance to experience a stay
in one of the EU's member States, a time of learning
and personal and professional growth, bringing
positive change to the local community. The
programme also promotes the participation of
young people from disadvantaged areas that
usually have fewer opportunities.
OPPORTUNITIES
There are many activities in which young people
can take part: Volunteering, Traineeships, Work and
Solidarity projects. 

To take part in the projects developed by
participating organisations or to promote a
solidarity project at a local level, young people are
required to join the European solidarity corps,
entering a specific database. 
The projects supported by the Programme develop
solidarity-related topics ranging from social
inclusion to citizenship and democratic participation,
environmental and natural protection, creativity and
culture, the reception and integration of refugees
and immigrants, education and training, and so on.

Useful tools and links
For more info
https://agenziagiovani.it/corpo-europeo-di-solidarieta/ 
European Solidarity Corps Resource Centre
www.salto-youth.net/rc/solidarity/

Videos about European solidarity corps
projects
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/video_it

Slide show presenting the Programme

https://agenziagiovani.it/corpo-europeo-di-solidarieta/  
https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/solidarity/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/video_it
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... young people have the chance to make a contribution
to positive change in the society they live in

The EU's new Youth Strategy for the period 2019-
2027 is based on three key words: Engage, Connect
and Empower  young people, highlighting the
participation of young people in policies relating to
them and recognising youth work as a means for
raising the role played by young people. 
The Youth Goals set relevant goals for young
people in Europe and are integrated with the Youth
Strategy, identifying the importance of youth
participation, as young people seek space and
participation for all, information and constructive
dialogue. 
The Erasmus+|Youth and European solidarity corps
programmes are concrete tools set up by the EU to
implement this Strategy, having among their goals
that of promoting and intensifying the participation
of young people in democratic life.

PARTICIPATION IN ERASmUS+|YOUTH: 
YOUTH DIALOGUE PROjECTS
The Erasmus+ Youth sector includes a measure

dedicated to the participation of young people in
democratic life, called Youth dialogue projects. 
Projects granted funding in this area seek to
encourage debate on topics and priorities
established within the EU's Youth Strategy, with
special reference to Youth Goals and dialogue
mechanisms. Youngsters get the chance to discuss
chosen topics among themselves and with
politicians, experts on youth-related matters and
representatives of authorities responsible for youth
policies, in order to come up with results that can
serve to shape such policies. 
Activities, founded on the principles and practices
of non-formal learning, are managed by young
people in all project phases. They might include
meetings, consultations with young people,
conferences, events in which young people can
voice their opinions, put forward views, suggestions
and recommendations about how policies relating
to young people should be shaped and implemented
at a local, national or European level.

PARTICIPATION IN THE EUROPEAN
SOLIDARITY CORPS: SOLIDARITY PROjECTS

Within the European solidarity corps programme,
young people have  the chance to make a contribution
to positive change in the society they live in, and an
experience of active citizenship that can raise their
capabilities and skills. Their personal, formative,
social, civic and professional skills will grow. 
In addition to experiences in the areas of volunteering,
traineeships and work experience, young people that
join the European solidarity corps can play an active
role in Solidarity projects. These are significant non-
formal learning experiences which develop through
solidarity initiatives undertaken in their own country. 
A group formed by at least 5 young people aged
between 18 and 30 years old have the chance to
devise and develop a local solidarity project, becoming
empowered and undertaking to bring positive change
within their community. Projects may focus on the
topics of social inclusion, the reception and
integration of refugees and migrants, citizenship and

democratic participation, environmental and natural
protection, creativity, culture, etc., of relevance for the
setting in which the projects are developed and
relating to the theme of solidarity as defined in the
European context. 

Useful tools and links
Strategy for participation of young people
www.salto-youth.net/downloads/4-17-
4089/20200929_ParticipationStrategy_Online_Fi
nal_02.pdf 
SALTO Participation and Information
www.salto-youth.net/rc/participation/ 
Video Understanding Youth Participation
www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAMF4-3W_8E&t=21s

Video on Discovering Erasmus+:Youth Ka3
Structured Dialogue projects
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_vzYrED63M&list=PL
KzHKzqsYagciAr6vWKOzGyEUXnz6pmID
Get started with Solidarity Projects
www.youtube.com/watch?v=_L1GXirjA1g

ANG inRadioTOOLKIT
RADIO

https://www.salto-youth.net/downloads/4-17-4089/20200929_ParticipationStrategy_Online_Final_02.pdf 
https://www.salto-youth.net/downloads/4-17-4089/20200929_ParticipationStrategy_Online_Final_02.pdf 
https://www.salto-youth.net/downloads/4-17-4089/20200929_ParticipationStrategy_Online_Final_02.pdf 
https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/participation/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAMF4-3W_8E&t=21s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_vzYrED63M&list=PLKzHKzqsYagciAr6vWKOzGyEUXnz6pmID
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_vzYrED63M&list=PLKzHKzqsYagciAr6vWKOzGyEUXnz6pmID
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_L1GXirjA1g
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... National Agencies have drawn up an inclusion
and diversity strategy

The Erasmus+ and European solidarity corps
programmes promote fairness and inclusion,
aiding and facilitating access for participants
from disadvantaged settings and with fewer
opportunities than those on offer to their
peers. The main limits or obstacles to
participation in European Programme
activities are

disabilities: persons with mental,•
physical or other types of disabilities; 
learning difficulties: young people with•
learning difficulties that have dropped out
of school early;
economic difficulties: young people•
suffering from long-term unemployment
or poverty, with a low standard of living,
and with economic and financial
problems; 
cultural differences: immigrants or•

refugees, belonging to national or ethnic
minorities, young people with linguistic or
cultural adaptation difficulties; 
health problems: young people with•
chronic health problems, or serious
clinical or mental health conditions; 
social obstacles: young victims of•
discrimination be it due to gender, age,
ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation,
disability, or young people with limited social
skills or at risk, in precarious situations, etc.
geographic obstacles: young people•
from rural areas, small islands or
peripheral regions, problem districts in
cities or poorly served areas.  

National Agencies have drawn up an inclusion
and diversity strategy with the aim of promoting
the participation and inclusion of young people
having fewer opportunities in Erasmus+. 

Useful tools and links
Inclusion & Diversity
www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/

National Inclusion and Diversity Strategy
https://agenziagiovani.it/erasmus-
news/approfondimenti-erasmus/adottata-stra
tegia-nazionale-di-inclusione-e-diversita/

TOOLKIT
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https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/
https://agenziagiovani.it/erasmus-news/approfondimenti-erasmus/adottata-strategia-nazionale-di-inclusione-e-diversita/
https://agenziagiovani.it/erasmus-news/approfondimenti-erasmus/adottata-strategia-nazionale-di-inclusione-e-diversita/
https://agenziagiovani.it/erasmus-news/approfondimenti-erasmus/adottata-strategia-nazionale-di-inclusione-e-diversita/
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... preparation, rollout and appraisal of activities 
and projects that reflect their needs, interests and
experiences

WHAT IS IT?
Youth work is a term covering a wide range of
activities (social, cultural, educational, etc.)
performed by, with and for young people
through non-formal and informal learning. 
Youth work helps young people to fully tap
their potential, boosting personal development,
independence and initiative, and encouraging
their participation in society.
The main features of youth work are:

the young people themselves choosing to•
take part in activities

activities are performed in the vicinity of•
young people

young people and educators are•
considered as partners in the learning
process

Activities are performed outside the usual
educational and professional settings (out-of-
school education) and are organised by
professional workers and educators or by
volunteers.

PARTICIPANTS
The youth worker is a professional or a
volunteer that facilitates learning and personal
and social development among young people,
so that they can be independent and
empowered citizens through active
participation in decision-making processes and
inclusion in their respective communities. 
Through the Actions of the Youth sector, youth
workers and youth organisations engage young
people in the planning, preparation, rollout and
appraisal of activities and projects that reflect
their needs, interests and experiences. A
process of non-formal and informal learning is
developed in which young people acquire
knowledge, skills and values useful for their
growth and transition to adulthood and
independence. 
Youth workers seek to perform activities with
young people in inclusive, open and secure
settings, using engaging and creative

techniques and methods, facilitating dialogue
and forging ties, preventing discrimination,
intolerance and social exclusion.

Useful tools and links
Salto-Youth, the network of 7 Resource
Centres operating in Europe in priority
areas of the Youth sector
www.salto-youth.net/ 

www.salto-youth.net/rc/training-and-
cooperation/

https://www.salto-youth.net/ 
https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/training-and-cooperation/
https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/training-and-cooperation/
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IThe Youthpass is a tool to promote the non-
formal education sector, giving visibility
and recognition for knowledge, know-how
and all-round skills acquired by young
people taking part in European youth
schemes. 
This certificate is issued to individuals
taking part in opportunities offered by the
Erasmus+|Youth and European solidarity
corps programmes, attesting to the skills
acquired that will come in useful during the
holder's life. It is also a self-assessment
tool for participants, encouraging young
people to reflect on their learning path.

THE CERTIFICATE
IThe certificate consists of 2 sections, one
giving personal data and the other describing
the project rolled out by the youngster,
attesting to skills acquired by the participant
in respect of the 8 key competences of

lifelong learning identified by the European
Commission:

multilingual competence•
personal, social and learning-to-learn•
competence
citizenship competence•
entrepreneurship competence•
cultural awareness and expression•
competence
digital competence•
mathematical competence and•
competence in science and
technology
literacy competence.•

Certificates will be issued to young people
taking part in Erasmus+ and European
solidarity corps activities by the heads of
organisations/agencies running projects.

Useful tools and links
Official website
www.youthpass.eu/it/
Examples of certificate
www.youthpass.eu/en/help/demo-certificates/ 

Video: How to use the Youthpass for
self-assessment of competences
www.youtube.com/watch?v=7m7m55_EQ54&li
st=UUnD537Gn-3r84VY3KxZTFHA&index=4

21
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... 8 key competences of lifelong learning identified 
by the European Commission
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https://www.youthpass.eu/en/help/demo-certificates/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7m7m55_EQ54&list=UUnD537Gn-3r84VY3KxZTFHA&index=4
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... a programme that is more inclusive, greener, more accessible,
more participatory, simpler 

The European Commission has started up
negotiations for a new generation of European
Programmes for the period 2021-2027.

Erasmus+ - the European Programme•
supporting education, training, youth and
sport. For the Youth Sector the proposal sets
out 3 Key Actions: 

Key Action 1 - KA1 with the following types of
activities:

Learning mobility in the Youth sector through1
mobility Projects for young people, “Youth
Exchanges” and mobility Projects for youth
workers;
Youth participation Activities, through local2
and transnational initiatives undertaken
directly by young people;
DiscoverEU Activities, through individual and3
group travel experiences in Europe,  for 18-
year-olds.

Key Action 2 - KA2 will support projects that
will be broken down by budget commitment:

projects entailing cooperation Partnerships in4

the Youth sector, through activities that raise
quality and innovation and develop networks,
or through small-scale projects to increase
access to the Programme.

Key Action 3 will support the development of
the following themes:

policy reform, by implementing the EU5
political agenda in the sectors of education,
training, youth and sport; the recognition of
qualifications and skills; dialogue with
stakeholders in the sectors affected by the
Programme.

THE mAIN INNOVATIONS:
a programme that is more inclusive, greener,•
more accessible, more participatory, simpler 
new actions and activities•
new accreditation mechanism•
new tools •
synergies with other EU tools/programmes•

Accreditation for access to Key Action 1 of the new
Programme is one of the main novelties, referring

to organisations wishing to open up to continuous
cross-border cooperation and exchanges.

European solidarity corps The proposal sets•
out the following types of activities: 
Solidarity activities tackling the•
challenges faced by society

• Volunteering activities
• Traineeship and Work Experience activities
• Quality label 
• Solidarity projects

Solidarity activities tackling the•
challenges faced by society

• Volunteering activities as part of humanitarian aid
THE mAIN INNOVATIONS:

a programme that is more inclusive, greener,•
more accessible, more participatory, simpler 

revised and diversified accreditation•
mechanism
new tools •
synergies with other EU tools/programmes•

Useful tools and links
For more info 
https://agenziagiovani.it/erasmus-news/partecipa-
allaccreditamento-ka1-della-nuovo-programma-er
asmus-settore-gioventu-per-gli-anni-2021-2027/ 

TOOLKIT
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... the Network of positive role models

Following the intensification of violent
radicalisation among young people and acts of
terrorism in Europe, in 2016 the European
Commission launched an information campaign
to promote the Network of Positive Role Models.
In response to such terrible and frightening
episodes, the European Commission sought to
counter the phenomenon with a “European”
initiative inspired by the values of the Erasmus+
Programme. It asked National Agencies to adopt
significant democratic participation measures. It
was thus decided to build the Network of Positive
Role Models at a national level.
The ANG began this process in Italy, focusing as
much as possible on the actual size the violent
radicalisation phenomenon could have in Italy.
This network was created by young men and
women who, thanks to their motivation, ability,
tenacity and determination, have turned their
lives around, turning their backs on an existence
destined to end in failure, isolation and despair. 
These are our Role Models, young people who

have decided to take their lives into their own
hands, guided by significant educational points
of reference, who have believed in themselves
and in the society they live in. They are  young
people who have not given in to the difficulties
that life has placed before them. They were not
overcome by the obstacles undermining their
identity and preventing them from attaining their
full human potential.
So for the institutions, and organisations like us,
these young people are the most precious
sources of inspiration for today's youngsters.
Hearing about and “imitating” the enthusiasm
and passion of other youngsters means thinking
that it is possible to be successful. It involves
pointing out those that have made it, whatever
limits and obstacles they may have come up
against. Such a positive attitude can inspire
those who think themselves to be at the bottom
of the pile, since learning from one's peers  is the
most genuine and therefore most effective form
of education.

WHAT mUST A ROLE mODEL DO, AND HOW DO
YOU BECOmE A ROLE mODEL?
A Role Model must be ready and motivated to talk
about his or her experience, to inspire fellow
youngsters and convince them that anyone can be
a positive model. This may happen by spreading the
European values promoted by the Erasmus+ and
ESC programmes in the past, the present and over
the next 7 years.
Members of the network of Positive Role Models
will reference the European values of active
citizenship, participation, inclusion and living in a
democratic society.
An aspiring positive role model may apply at any
time to the National Agency, telling his/her story,
motivations and the European values that have
inspired the changes in his/her life.
Work performed over the past few years by the
Agency has shown that a group operating locally
and developing a project to benefit the community
and engage other young people may also be viewed
as a positive, inspirational model. So it is not only

individuals: the story of a group of persons may
also inspire many young men and women, boys and
girls.

Useful tools and links
Stories told on video
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLN_fwXQMYOLjp3
YseQYMCYLOJWdmJ9YQ2

ANG inRadio interviews
www.mixcloud.com/anginradio/playlists/oggiprota
gonistitotur2019/ 

inRadio tales of Erasmus+ experiences
www.mixcloud.com/anginradio/playlists/erasmus-
experience/
www.mixcloud.com/anginradio/playlists/tunesc/

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLN_fwXQMYOLjp3YseQYMCYLOJWdmJ9YQ2
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLN_fwXQMYOLjp3YseQYMCYLOJWdmJ9YQ2
https://www.mixcloud.com/anginradio/playlists/oggiprotagonistitotur2019/ 
https://www.mixcloud.com/anginradio/playlists/oggiprotagonistitotur2019/ 
https://www.mixcloud.com/anginradio/playlists/erasmus-experience/
https://www.mixcloud.com/anginradio/playlists/erasmus-experience/
https://www.mixcloud.com/anginradio/playlists/tunesc/
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SHORT GLOSSARY (1/3)
WEB RADIO:          a type of radio that broadcasts contents
                               via the Internet
EDITORIAL STAFF: a group of persons (journalists or editors) that 
                               agree on the choice of contents to be broadcast
                               on radio
PODCAST:              a complete special-theme audio product that 
                               can be accessed and downloaded via the Internet.
STREAmING:          a flow of multimedia data broadcast via the 
                               Internet from a source to a group of persons 
FORmAT:                the core elements of a programme
SPEAKER:              the person conducting the radio broadcast
SHORT GLOSSARY (2/3)
AUDACITY:            a software programme that can be freely 
                               downloaded to acquire audio sources and record
                               and edit audio files
jINGLE:           a brief tune that may include singing, music and 
                     special effects (fx). In its original meaning a 
                     jingle is the melody used to advertise a product 
                     or programme (radio and TV). Over time the term 
                     jingle has become synonymous with radio sweeper and

                     Jingle ID. These are short audio products consisting of
                     singing, music and special effects by which a 
                     broadcaster can be identified.
TALK:             the intervention of at least one person speaking into a
                     microphone.
INTRO:           the initial part of a song used by the speaker as 
                     background music as he/she completes the talk.
OUTRO:         the end part of a song used by the speaker as 
                     background music when beginning to talk.
TRANSITION: the sequence Song–Jingle–Song used in radio. In this 
                     phase there is no talk.
DISC-DISC:   talking over the song coda (Outro) and the start of the
                     next song (Intro)
PODCAST: FROm THE IDEA TO THE PRODUCT
A podcast is an audio product that:
a) informs-popularises;
b) engages-entertains;
c) describes-narrates.
The success of the podcast depends on the blending of these three
elements. A successful podcast is an audio product that reaches its
target audience.

FORmAT: A CLEAR, WELL-DEFINED INITIAL IDEA
Content – Outline – Production
Content: this is the heart of the podcast, the theme under
discussion, chosen according to set goals and the target audience; it
is developed based on an approach deemed to be relevant and useful.
It is necessary to:

Set the goals of the podcast (e.g. raise awareness,•
engage, inform, etc.)
Define the theme of the podcast (e.g. EU opportunities,•
youth policies, environment, etc.)
Define the target (e.g. young people from 15 to 20 years old•
Define the approach (e.g. quizzes, interviews, readings,•
surveys, etc.)

TOOLKIT
RADIO
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THE OUTLINE (1/4)
This is simply the ordered sequence in time of the “audio objects”
played in the podcast. All written down to show the order of events
in the episode (what&when). Objects may be opening and closing
credits, talks, bases, music, special effects, jingles and other recorded
audio products making up the content of the podcast. 
The outline can be split up into three sections:
1)  Opening;
2) Discussion;
3) Conclusion

THE OUTLINE (2/4)
1) Opening
the start of the podcast, consisting of an opening signature tune,
followed by a spoken greeting/presentation and then an introduction
to the subject of the podcast. The whole talk has a music base.
2) Discussion
this is the space dedicated to the main theme(s) of the podcast, with
speakers talking about the chosen topic. Talk again has a music base.
This section can have several talks separated by sundry audio contributions
(audio objects) depending on the chosen approach. 

THE OUTLINE (3/4)
3) Conclusion
this is the final part of the podcast, with the speaker providing a
summary of the episode, the themes discussed and guests that have
spoken, concluding with greetings and the closing signature tune.

Depending on length, the closing talk may be over the coda of a song
and/or music base.
The outline may be like a set list giving the time and the event. An
event is a precise moment of the episode, e.g. signature tune, talk
over music base, disc-disc, transition, talk intro, etc.)

TOOLKIT
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Production Having described how to structure content (events in
outline), we go on to the actual production of audio content.
Here we look at how to acquire audio (spoken word) and save it in a
file, to be used during the podcast. 
PRODUCTION: THE AUDIO CHAIN (1/2)
The audio chain is simply the sequence of objects/elements needed
to record what the speaker says and save it in a file.
SOURCE –> EQUIPmENT –> DESTINATION
PRODUCTION: THE AUDIO CHAIN (2/2)
Depending on the means available, the audio chain might be:
        a) Speaker->Pocket recorder (Dictaphone)->Audio file;
        b) Speaker->Microphone–>Sound card–>PC–>Audacity ->Audio file;
        c) Speaker–>Microphone–>Mixer–>PC–>Audacity ->Audio file.
Audio chain a) has a flexible and portable configuration.
Configuration b) is typical of a home recording setting. 
Configuration c) emulates a recording studio. 
These 3 general configurations have the same logic, and all make it
possible to record content that can be of interest.
PRODUzIONE: USEFUL ADVICE/SUGGESTIONS

The recording setting may have a negative bearing on the end•
result. It is essential to position the mic/recorder correctly.

Making test recordings before recording the talk may reduce•
external noise levels and help to adjust volumes;
Having someone dedicated to listening to the audio and checking•
sound level indicators (monitor/video display) while recording
can eliminate noise or speaker errors with the mic.
If there is noise or errors during a talk, the speaker can go back•
and repeat the defective part. In the editing stage this will
result in a smoother and more natural listening experience.

Produzione: Audacity (1/7)
used to record audio from a device connected to the PC;•
used to edit a recorded and/or imported audio •
used to save (export) recorded and/or imported audio by•
creating an audio (MP3*) file 

Can be downloaded here https://www.audacityteam.org/
Available for Windows, mac and Linux

Produzione: Audacity (2/7)
To record audio from a microphone connected to the PC:
1)    Select the audio capture device (USB mic, mixer or USB sound 
      card);

2)    Select the audio device for listening to the recorded/imported 
      track
3)    Click to start recording

(*) If not included in the installation, Audacity requires a free library of codecs to
encode audio MP3 files (Lame)

TOOLKIT
RADIO
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PRODUCTION: AUDACITY (3/7)
When recording a talk with Audacity the following scenario is likely
(audio chain deployed: Speaker->Microphone->USB sound card->PC)

1)   video monitoring of sound levels of recording on a timeline;
2)   "clipping", moments when the sound is distorted (impact);
3)   graphic visualisation of the speaker “drawing breath”

PRODUzIONE: AUDACITY (4/7)
Optimum voice recording should have values of between -16 and - 8
(dB) for sound levels on the video monitor. Clipping may be present
in a recording even if the general sound level of the track is deemed
optimum. It may be caused by the presence of "harsh" consonants,
such as the letter P, in the talk. Clipping can be reduced by placing a
physical filter, called “anti-pop”, between the Speaker and the mi-

crophone. Alternatively action can be taken in the editing phase
using Audacity 's “De-clip” utility (effects menu). 

PRODUzIONE: AUDACITY (5/7)
It is advisable to save (export) recorded audio before editing. It is a
good idea to keep the original files and make copies for editing.
The Selection tool “I” serves to select (with the mouse) single parts
of the recorded audio track and decide whether to edit (menu
generate - menu effects) or remove them. You may decide for
instance to silence the part where the speaker draws breath before
speaking and/or to remove the silence (pause) in a talk between the
phrases uttered by the speaker.

PRODUzIONE: AUDACITY (6/7)
The envelope tool makes it possible to create fade-ins or fade-outs
at the point of the clicked track. In general, to create a fade effect
the option “fade out” can be selected in the effects menu. The
opposite result is generated choosing the “fade in” effect.

The magnifying glass tool is used to zoom into the point of the
clicked track, for the opposite result keep the Upper button pressed
down when clicking.

PRODUzIONE: AUDACITY (7/7)
The time shift tool ↔ can be used to move the entire audio track
backwards or forwards in time. It is very useful for creating spaces
and sequences and positioning an audio file in an Audacity multi-
track project.
The draw (pencil) tool can be used to modify each point of the audio
track. This tool can be used only if the audio track is zoomed almost
to the maximum.
The tool marked with “*” is a multi-tool for doing all the above
operations without having to go back to the toolbar every time.

TOOLKIT
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Production: Useful advice/suggestions 2.0
Editing tasks also depend on the type of output one wishes to•
obtain, the main thing is to achieve a dynamic, smooth and
natural result. 
Editing can help, but the quality of the product depends on how•
the talk is recorded. 
Every “talk” event on the outline (that is recorded) may be•
saved individually and then renamed based on criteria shared
by the work team.
Audacity is a practical and intuitive software, results improve•
with practice and use.

Production: Podcast using Audacity
This is the phase in which all the material has been collected and
prepared, and is ready (clean and edited) to be used in the final
project. 
A folder is created for all the final files of the podcast, for which an
outline is needed. 
Audio objects can be broken down by type:
Signature tunes – talks – bases – songs – jingles - sundry
This classification will be useful for the outline in

the Audacity multi-track project 
Import all files in the order needed for the Audacity podcast
(file>import> Audio, etc.), files can also be dragged and dropped into
the Audacity window. 
A situation similar to that of the previous figure is achieved.
1)     click on the triangle to open the menu and rename the audio 
       track. In the example “SIGNATURE TUNE”, “TALK” and “BASE”
2)     Use the “time shift tool” ↔ to move single tracks and create se
       quences (e.g. end signature tune – start talk) and overlaps (talk
       over base) for the podcast outline. 

3)     Move the cursor to “+” or “-” to adjust the sound level of each
       track and obtain an optimum mix among the tracks. In the 
       example, the cursor for the “Base” track has been moved con
       siderably to the “-” to give “space” to the “Talk” track.
4)     The final result for the sound levels of each track is “added up” and
        sent to the video monitor showing the general sound level. Evident
        audio imbalances are to be avoided in the podcast.
NB: with a multi-track session there is the danger that the “sum
total” of tracks might cause a distortion/clipping in the final audio.
Ideally, the audio mix should be constant and coherent throughout
the podcast. Those working on the mixes and sound levels must in
any case listen with ad hoc headphones or a studio sound monitor.
In the track editing phase tracks can be compressed and normalised
to remedy sound level imbalances in the same audio object (file). 

TOOLKIT
RADIO
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PODCAST ANG IN RADIO NETWORK (1/2)
Features of the audio product to be broadcast:

each podcast shall consist of a single mp3 audio file;•
the signature tune is the moment signifying the beginning and•
the end of the audio contribution (podcast);
a detailed datasheet should be drafted for each podcast,•
containing the name of the episode, the subjects discussed and
guests speaking;
the file of the final podcast should be renamed as follows;•

“Region" - “name of radio/association”-“title of episode”. 1
Example 1 - >  Sicily - Ass Giovani in campo - mathematics2
and Football.
Example 2 - >  Veneto - Radio GioVe - E.04 the relationship3
between writing and radio
length of podcast: max. 25 minutes4

PODCAST ANG IN RADIO NETWORK (2/2)
in the podcast editing phase any silence (white noise) before•
the initial signature tune and after the final signature tune
should be removed;

the opening Talk, after the initial signature tune, should be a•
presentation of at least 15 seconds (e.g. welcome to the
activities of the ANG radio Network Campobasso in conjunction
with the association “Ambienti”);
The music base during talk phases must never overpower the•
spoken word or make the talk unintelligible;
I) Talk close to the microphone. II) Talk in the direction of the•
microphone. Volume should be adjusted only after making sure
these two instructions are followed.
The podcast must be a file in mp3 format having a constant•
bitrate (CBR) of 192 kbps (or kbit). This should be the case for
all files used to produce the podcast. To determine the audio
quality of a file click on the name with the right mouse button,
click on properties and then on “details”.

TOOLKIT
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Goals
To encourage youth participation1

To talk about younger generations from2
the point of view of young people
To talk about opportunities3

SOCIAL STRATEGY  
FACEBOOK/INSTAGRAm

To create a facebook/instagram page for•
each local radio (ANG inRadio + Name of
Association);
In the page description specify «project•
funded by National Youth Agency for the
creation of the ANG inRadio network»
Use a cover based on the guidelines for•
the coordinated image;
Join the closed facebook group for the•
dissemination of news reported by ANG;
When publishing videos/photos add logos•
based on the suggested brand identity;
Re-post Agency news, not just posts re-•
lating to the radio network;
Share Agency posts from the Radio Page•
and possibly from the team's personal

profiles;
Tag team members in the various posts,•
tag pages and accounts of realities men-
tioned in actual interviews;
Add personal comments to posts explaining•
the ideas behind the project;
Give visibility to local ANG visits, sharing•
posts/videos;
Create stories talking about the project,•
goals, and talk about posts produced
(avoid stories that are too similar);

ALWAYS ENCOURAGE YOUTH 
PARTICIPATION

media Strategy

Prepare a list of local newspapers in•
which the project can be illustrated;
Send a press release informing about the•
initiative, based on the template sent by
ANG;
Report to ANG any local interviews/press•
reports/features;
Report network articles and news on•
social media

EVENTS

ANG inRadio Tour organised by ANG and4
attended by young people;
Possible additional events organised by5
radio antennas should be reported to the
Agency;
Local networking activity among local/re-6
gional associations representing ANG in-
Radio;
Organise debates, information days in7
town squares/online; 
Report local events through the radio.  8

... local networking activity

TOOLKIT
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... for the conclusion of the entire Toolkit
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1. GENERAzIONI
Abstract
Our schedule takes an inter-generational look
at the Erasmus programme. By conducting in-
terviews with programme experts (such as
Sofia Corradi, "the mother" of the Erasmus
programme ) and young people preparing for
their first mobility experience, we seek to hi-
ghlight the great value of these opportunities
for everyone, regardless of age, background
and interests.
Keywords: 
#Generations #erasmus #inter-generational
dialogue #MammaErasmus #experiences

2. LIFE
Abstract: 
Life recounts the effects of Covid on our lives,
the pros and cons of social distancing measures
and new forms of social interaction, the impact
of lockdown on the environment, on mobility
and on access to culture. Inequalities and new
opportunities.

Keywords:
DEBATE•
OPPORTUNITIES•
AWARENESS•
CHANGE•
CURRENT AFFAIRS•

3. ANOTHER DImENSION
Abstract: 
We have chosen to look at the topic of Erasmus
Plus and the various facets of this programme,
its benefits and the possibilities for growth it
provides to everyone. This macro-topic may
see the emergence of other youth-related
topics. 
Keywords:
#Growth #Training #EuropeanMobility #Inter-
culture #Sharing

4. LOCAL TALENT
Abstract:
Success stories involving young people from
the local area: outstanding entrepreneurs,

artists, students in their own area of expertise.
Talking about the experiences of Erasmus stu-
dents. Stories relating to the guest. The pro-
gramme will be live. Stories of 30-year-olds
or older that are young at heart.

5. mY SOCIAL GUEST
Abstract:
Success stories involving young people from
the local area: outstanding entrepreneurs,
artists, students outstanding in a specific area.
Talking about the experiences of Erasmus stu-
dents. Stories relating to the guest. The pro-
gramme will be live. Stories of 30-year-olds
or older that are young at heart.

6. IN THE HOT SEAT
Abstract:
Talks seek to “give a voice” to young people
through difficult questions asked on the street
about hot topics, highlighting ideas, points of
view and divergent opinions, using a format
that can be replicated throughout the country.

TABLE OF ABSTRACTS
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7. ANGela
Abstract:
It will be useful one day: the pleasure of story-
telling  
Our odyssey will take in anecdotes, beliefs, ‘tou-
ching-wood’ and real-life stories that have never
been told. 
We are what we do. 
We talk about this with our guests.
Keywords: 

ODD FACTS •
CULTURE •
POPULARISATION •
DISCOVERY •
TRADITION  •

8. ALL INCLUSIVE
Abstract: 
How to make the world of sport more inclusive
when thinking about disabilities, the environment,
gender differences and the involvement of peripheral
areas?
We will ask these questions as part of our inclusion
space in the “ALL INCLUSIVE” podcast on European
youth sport and mobility.

9. YOUNG PEOPLE CENTRE STAGE
Abstract:
An information/storytelling format focusing on a
topic with the aid of emerging personalities, positive
models at a local level and "Europeers", communi-
cating content to a varied target audience. The
guest is a "value added" in respect of the chosen
topic. 
Young people following the radio will also be shown
how to participate in European programmes promoted
by the guests in each episode. They will talk about
experiences, places and persons.
Keywords:
1. Redemption 
2. Art
3. Innovation
4. Inclusion
5. Transformation

10. LOOK WHO'S TALKING?!
Abstract:
“Look who's talking?!” a radio format bringing to-
gether a “Role model”, a topic and two students
from two different regions or realities chosen

through the radio's social network.
The protagonists of the show listen to the “Role
model” for the first time through a set of questions
which start up the dialogue.
The format consists of weekly podcasts broadcast
only on AnginRadio.

11. THE GALACTIC GUIDE TO ERASmUS
Abstract: 
The radio format “Galactic guide to Erasmus”
consists of twelve episodes forming a mini-guide
for those wishing to take part in European mobility
projects.
In each episode 2/3 guests that have already par-
ticipated in similar projects will answer questions
about their experience.
Interviews will have the goal of encouraging youn-
gsters to take part, informing them about the ex-
perience they will have, and debunking myths
through anecdotes and funny stories.

Keywords:
- interactivity
- information
- engagement
- mobility

- Europeers

12. INRADIO EXCHANGES
Abstract: 
A Format talking about best practices involving
young people and putting them centre stage. Space
is given to Role Models, asking them to talk about
their experiences; their stories can inspire and
motivate other young people to imitate them. Ex-
periences (interrupted for the moment due to ex-
tenuating circumstances) are recounted and shared
on a digital medium.

13. CAFè EXPRESS
Abstract:
Six personalities. 
Six different stories. 
Six cities. 
A train and a trip to Italy. 
A café and a chance to sit down, have a chat, learn
and grow, together.

Keywords: 
Travel, Train, Café, Exchange, Community
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